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Fun and functional Linux, Mac OS X and UNIX shell scriptsThe UNIX shell is the main scripting
environment of every Linux, Mac OS X and UNIX system, whether a rescued laptop or a million-
dollar mainframe. This cookbook of useful, customizable, and fun scripts gives you the tools to
solve common Linux, Mac OS X and UNIX problems and personalize your computing
environment. Among the more than 100 scripts included are an interactive calculator, a spell
checker, a disk backup utility, a weather tracker, and a web logfile analysis tool. The book also
teaches you how to write your own sophisticated shell scripts by explaining the syntax and
techniques used to build each example scripts. Examples are written in Bourne Shell (sh) syntax.

"A great resource for intermediate to experienced shell programmers." -- WebDevReviews"Far
above anything else available
This is the book that every other publisher tries to imitate." -- LinuxWorld, January 2005"Good
examples of what can be done, and how to go about it." -- Major Keary Book News, 2004 No.
9"If you already know how to write rudimentary Unix scripts, here are some tools that'll really
float your boat." -- Epinions.com"a quite comprehensive explanation of shell scripting with plenty
of really good and practical examples" -- Lehigh Valley Linux User Group, March 2004"an
excellent book which will extend your knowledge and provide more than a hundred ready-to-run
scripts" -- MacBlog.com"suggested reading for anyone who enjoys shell scripting or is
responsible for administrating systems" -- ITworld.com, March 2004A hands-on book. Not really
a tutorial, but more of a cross-platform scripting cookbook. -- MacCompanion, August
2005,About the AuthorDave Taylor has a Masters degree in Education, an MBA, and has written
a dozen technical books, including Learning UNIX for Mac OS X (O'Reilly), Solaris for Dummies
(Hungry Minds), and Teach Yourself UNIX in 24 Hours (SAMS). He was a contributor to BSD 4.4
UNIX, and his software is included in many major UNIX distributions.
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Jesse, “One of the best bash books I've read. After being through a big pile of programming
books (including bash books) which are overwhelmingly abstract and give few concrete
examples, this book gives concrete examples of what works, then backs them up by explaining
why certain choices were made while writing code. Most of the other books I've been through
seem to be written so no other experts can disprove anything in them, but this book is targeted
toward people who don't already know everything in the world. It has a dedicated space on my
'programming' bookshelf.”

Vijay Nandigam, “this book will boost up skills and and its a good hands on practice. My work
involves lot of shell scripting, But still this book showed me many handful tips and tricks to do
stuff. If you are already familiar with shell scripting, this book will boost up skills and and its a
good hands on practice.”

Some Guy, “Great book.... This is a great book on Unix shell scripting. The book is loaded with
useful scripts and I was even able to use some of the ideas presented in this book to make my
own scripts perform much more efficiently. At one point I got stuck with one of the scripts so I
emailed the author and he got back to me with a fix within a couple of days. Turned out to be a
quirk with the Solaris 8 version of the operating system. I would recommend this book to anyone
who works with Unix systems.”

Robert Getsla, “This looks like a great tool kit book, provided you are not afraid of looking at a
blank command line instead of a pretty GUI.. I have just begun to read this book. Shell scripts
are command line tools that make Linux (and Unix) significantly more powerful and useful than
Windows anything. But if you are intimidated by looking at a blank command line, then this is not
the book for you.”

Ebook Library Reader, “This book is cool. And yes. This book is cool. And yes, this not a
textbook where you learn in a sequential order. You need to have intermediate-advanced level
understanding of bash. I read this book as a novel style, and randomly I skim through a script
now and then. I really like the cookbook style.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Lots of examples. If you are looking for a reference book don't buy this. If
you want a book with a huge amount of well written examples and scripts stop right here. This
book is fun to read and keeps making you think, I can use that in my own scripts or I did not
know you could do that.Great”

Julie B, “Wicked!. Well detailed and well explained. I am doing a lot of progress with this book. I
would definitely recommend it to anyone wishing to improve their BASH Shell scripting. it gives



you examples, detailed example, with which bit does what... and that's the best way to learn,
once you have the basic knowledge.”

cameron hunter, “Great book. Such a good read and some sneaky reference to how hackers
may clean up after them selves absolute golden book .....MUST BUY!”

Philip, “excellent. Very good book for beginners. I certainly would recommend it.Very easy to
follow and everything is explained so that everyone can understand it.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 60 people have provided feedback.
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